great variability between different subjects viewing the same pictures (Walker-Smith et al 1977) or the fact that some subjects accurately perceive objects with a single fixation (Groner et al 1984) . This latter point indicates that scanpaths are not always necessary for perception. While it has been suggested that in such cases internal`covert' shifts of attention might be substitutes for overt shifts of fixation Stark 1971b, 1971c) , this is unlikely when recognition occurs with very short viewing times (Groner et al 1984) .
Recent considerations of scanning have shifted the emphasis from its role in forming a percept to its role in making judgments about the image (Deco and Schurmann 2000; Rybak et al 1998) . These stress the view that the goal of perception is to obtain specific knowledge about the world. Hence scanning acquires data for a goal-directed process aimed at some decision threshold. If so, analyzing the locations scanned can reveal the type of data critical to a perceptual decision. Furthermore, since scanning is a sequential process, it can also inform us about the temporal organization of such information processing.
In a goal-driven process, aims are determined as much by the observer as by the stimulus. [This explains why scanpaths vary with both the stimulus being viewed and the observer doing the viewing (Noton and Stark 1971c) .] Several factors within the observer can affect scanning. Prior experience affects the ease and rapidity with which a decision is reached. Thus, novel items require more fixations in more regions and generate different scanning sequences than familiar items (Althoff and Cohen 1999) . The observer's motives influence what kind of information processing occurs. This can reflect pre-existing tendencies, contrasting art experts with non-professional viewers, for example (Zangemeister et al 1995) , the contingencies of ongoing tasks, or the instructed goals in an experiment, such as making judgments about expression versus familiarity in faces (Althoff and Cohen 1999) .
In this study we analyzed scanning to reveal specific aspects of information processing during face recognition. Several previous investigators have studied how normal subjects scan faces (Althoff and Cohen 1999; Groner et al 1984; Luria and Strauss 1978; Rizzo et al 1987; Walker-Smith et al 1977) . We sought to advance upon these earlier data by using controlled manipulations of perceptual difficulty. By doing so, we aimed to reveal the effects of three internal (`top^down') observer factors: expertise, experience, and ambiguity in the information supporting the perceptual decision.
First, to study expertise we contrasted upright with inverted faces. Faces are more difficult to recognize upside down (Yin 1970) , likely because inversion impairs the perception of facial structure (Barton et al 2001 Kemp et al 1990; Leder and Bruce 1998; Malcolm et al 2004; Searcy and Bartlett 1996; Sergent 1984) . While some have suggested that inversion simply makes face encoding noisier (Valentine 1988) , others have argued for a`dual-mode' hypothesis (Bartlett and Searcy 1993; Farah et al 1998) . This proposes that, in addition to more generic object processing, there is a second expert mechanism used to process faces, which requires practice to become expert. Since almost all the faces we see are upright, this expert mechanism develops an orientation-selectivity, so that only the generic route processes inverted faces. We hypothesized that differences in processing modes would also be reflected in differences in scanning. The goal of this manipulation was to discover the signature scanning effects of an expert face-processing mechanism, in the contrast between upright and inverted stimuli.
The second and third factors we examined öexperience and ambiguityöare related. In face identification, the goal of viewing is to match the face currently seen to memories of previously encountered faces. The ease of this matching process is affected by both experience and ambiguity. First, past experience with famous faces leads to stronger internal representations of these faces in the observer's memory, making the match between perceived and remembered faces easier to accomplish, compared to only recently encountered (novel) faces. The contrast between famous and novel faces can reveal the effect of these internal representations. Thus, we contrasted famous with novel faces, as done in two other studies (Althoff and Cohen 1999; Rizzo et al 1987) . Second, the match between the currently seen face and facial memories can be affected by ambiguity in the current seen face, as with morphed faces. The ambiguity of morphed faces introduces more uncertainty into the process of reaching a decision as the observer tries to match the face to a memory. Thus, both novelty (through experience) and morphing (through ambiguity) can reveal the effects of a degraded`sample-tomemory' match on identity processing. We hypothesized that this degradation would alter scanning patterns. Furthermore, if the dual-mode hypothesis is correct, the effects of degraded identification matching should be distinct from the effects of inversion.
Methods

Subjects
We studied eight normal subjects, three female and five male, with a mean age of 31.5 years (range 23 to 41 years). None had met the individuals whose faces constituted the novel set. All subjects gave informed consent and protocols were approved by the institutional review board of our hospital.
Images
We created a set of eight morph series, where each series represented a gradual physical transformation from one face to a second. Four series were transitions between two male faces, and four were transitions between two female faces. In each gender set, two series used pairs of famous faces and two used pairs of novel faces.
For famous faces, we selected eight images with a high-resolution frontal view from the internet. We rejected images with excess jewelry, make-up, facial hair, open mouths, or glasses. Subjects rated these faces for familiarity on a 10-point scale, with 0 being not familiar at all and 10 being extremely familiar. Averaging across subjects, the mean familiarity rating for all famous faces was 7.4 (SD 1X2), ranging from 5.6 for Matthew Broderick to 8.8 for John Travolta. For novel faces, we used a digital camera to take pictures of eight anonymous individuals, ensuring that their images matched the above criteria for famous faces.
Using Photoshop 5.5 (Adobe, San Jose, CA), we replaced the backgrounds with a black surround, removed earrings, and cropped the images to eliminate the external hair contour and neck. Each image was set to a height of 330 pixels, and, because face shapes varied, widths ranged from 299 pixels to 392 pixels. Morph pairs were matched for hair color, facial shape, image size, image luminance, sex, and fame. The celebrity pairs were Demi Moore/Julia Roberts, Michelle Pfeiffer/Gwyneth Paltrow, John Travolta/ Paul Newman, Matthew Broderick/Kevin Costner.
For each morph series the two base (unmorphed) images were loaded into Morph Studio 1.0, where 120 points were matched between each image on analogous facial regions (ie center of pupils, corner of mouth). We created a morph series of 21 images, representing a 5% change in position, hue, and contrast between the two base images (designated images 1 and 21). From each series we used the two base images (images 1 and 21, representing mixtures of {0 X 100}) and five morphed images from near the center of each series (images 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13, representing mixtures of {40 X 60}, {45 X 55}, and {50 X 50}, figure 1) .
In a separate preliminary series of psychophysical experiments on categorical perception of these facial images, we had asked eight subjects to state the base face that each morphed image most closely resembled. Though there were small variations between different morph series, the average morph where subjects were equally likely to respond that an image belonged to either base face was close to the {50 X 50} morph, for both upright and inverted faces (figure 2). Thus, on average, the {50 X 50} morph was also the image of maximum ambiguity as to identity.
Eye movement protocol
We recorded eye movements with a magnetic-search-coil technique, using a scleral contact lens and a 3-foot field coil (Crist Instruments, Bethesda, MD). The subjects' heads were secured in a chin-rest. The lens was placed in the left eye. We calibrated the system by having subjects fixate nine targets in a square grid spanning 50 deg. Twelve data points were collected at each of nine targets, and a regression method was used to find the best linear fit. Eye position was digitized at 500 samples s À1 . Displays were generated by a Power Macintosh 9600/233 with programs written in C++ on the Vision Shell programming platform (www.kagi.com/visionshell) and backprojected onto the tangent screen with an Eiki LC-7000U projector. Distance from the subject's cornea to the screen was 80.5 cm. On the screen, each facial image spanned a height of 67 deg with widths ranging from 61 to 82 deg.
We divided our faces into two experimental sets, one male and one female. Before recordings, we showed the subjects four panels, each containing an array of eight faces, all female or all male. Two of these arrays showed the images used for the morphed series, while the other two showed alternate pictures of the same individuals. The faces had the names of the individuals printed below them, and subjects were asked to try to remember the identity of the faces. They were allowed to study these panels as long as they wished. They were told that in the experiment they would be seeing a sequence of faces that had been altered, and that they would be asked to identify to whom each face belonged. . From left to right the {DM : JR} morph mixtures are {100 X 0}, {60 X 40}, {55 X 45}, {50 X 50}, {45 X 55}, {40 X 60}, {0 X 100}. The two middle rows are plots of scanning density averaged across all subjects, showing where in the face subjects spent the most time fixating, the top belonging to the upright faces and the bottom to the inverted faces. In the upright faces there is a preference for the eyes, particularly the face's right eye (left side of image). In inverted faces there is an increase in the scanning of the lower face (nose, mouth, and chin). There is more scanning for the morphed images in general. However, note the paradoxical reduction in scanning of the {50 X 50} morph face. A color version of this figure can be viewed on the Perception website at http://www.perceptionweb.com/misc/p5547/.
We presented our faces in two blocks, one female and one male. The order of male/ female blocks was counterbalanced across the eight subjects. Within each block, in half the trials the faces were upright and in the other half inverted. In each block, morph series (eg Demi Moore/Julia Roberts), morph image (eg 40Demi X 60Julia), and orientation were randomly ordered. Each face image was seen just twice, once in each orientation. Thus each subject saw a total of 112 faces (7 morph levels, 4 same-sex face pairs, 2 orientations, 2 different-sex blocks).
A trial began with a fixation screen with a small red spot at center. Fixation within 38 of this zone triggered presentation of a stimulus face, along with a red spot 308 below screen center. Subjects were asked to look at this second red spot when they had reached a decision, then state whether this face was famous or novel. On their report, the collection of eye movement data stopped and the single face was replaced with an array of the eight alternate upright facial images (ie the faces not used as base images in the morphed series; these alternates were used to emphasize the identity recognition element of the task, rather than pattern matching). Each of the eight faces had a number below it and the subject indicated the number of the individual whose face they thought they had just seen. When they had done so, the panel vanished, the fixation screen for the next trial appeared, and collection of eye movement data resumed.
After every ten trials a re-calibration screen appeared, with five fixation spots, one at center and one at the four corners of the region where the faces were displayed. These were numbered, and subjects were asked to look at each spot in order, and then to return to screen center.
Data analysis
Using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA), we identified saccades as eye movements with velocities exceeding 478 s À1 . The onset of a saccade was the point at which the velocity of the eye first exceeded 318 s À1 , and the end of a saccade was a point where velocity fell below this baseline. Fixations were defined as the intervals between the end of one saccade and the beginning of the next saccade. We characterized each fixation by its horizontal position, vertical position, duration, and its time of onset relative to the start of the trial. A different group of subjects was shown images from the same morph pairs and asked to classify the faces as either base face 1 or base face 2. The percentage of answers that were base face 2 is plotted as a function of the percentage of base face 2 that is in the image, for both upright and inverted faces (averaging famous and nonfamous data together). The horizontal dotted line indicates the 50% point, at which subjects are as likely to say that the image belongs to base face 1 as to base face 2. Note that this corresponds closely to the {50 X 50} morph (50% base face 2 in image). Hence, on average, the {50 X 50} morph is the most ambiguous image regarding identity.
We recorded all fixations from the beginning to the end of each trial. Our plan was to include all fixations that contributed to the formation of a perceptual decision. The initial fixation, evident as a long fixation of several seconds at screen center, was discarded, and the first fixation after this long fixation was taken as the onset of the scanning sequence. The end of the scanning sequence was the point at which subjects fixated the red dot at 308 below screen center. Not all trials were terminated by such a fixation, however, as subjects often forgot to fixate this peripheral spot when they had made a familiarity decision. In these trials, a single long fixation of more than 1500 ms duration was often present near the end of the string of eye movement data, usually at an eccentric position in relation to the image, and this was taken to indicate the end of the subject's scanning. In the absence of either a fixation at the red spot or a long near-terminal fixation, we included all fixations occurring to the end of data collection for a trial.
Our next step was to adjust our data for any baseline drift or gain change that might have occurred during recording, since absolute eye position was critical to our results. From the recurring calibration trials we obtained the average eye position for fixations near each of the five spots. Offset shift was calculated as the mean difference in x and y positions from the expected value for each point. Gain shift was calculated as the mean difference in distance of each of the four corner fixations from the fixations at screen center. We derived the offset and gain correction required by averaging these calculations from the two calibration trials sandwiching a set of ten face trials, and applied to all ten trials. We then collated the corrected data from all subjects for each trial, displayed these data on an x^y plot of position upon the facial image of that trial, and identified all fixations that fell upon the face.
Total scanning
For each subject we calculated the total number of fixations and total duration of those fixations used to scan each face. We performed an ANOVA using JMP 4.0 (SAS Institute, www.JMPdiscovery.com), with fame (novel versus famous), orientation (upright versus inverted), and morphing (base versus all morphed images) as the main variables. Planned comparisons were made between base and morphed images for each of the four different`fame6orientation' categories.
Spatial distribution of scanning
We divided each face into eight different feature regions: brow, left eye, right eye, nose, mouth, chin, right cheek, left cheek (figure 3) (Groner et al 1984) . Approximate criteria were used uniformly to draw the boundaries between regions for different faces. Fixations were classified according to their region, and we then performed an ANOVA with fame, orientation, morphing, and face part as the main variables.
Sequence of scanning
To analyze the sequence of fixations between different facial regions, we performed two separate analyses. Both were directed at determining the variability of scanning sequences.
In the first analysis we examined the local predictability of scanning using Markov first-order matrices (Gbadamosi and Zangemeister 2001; Rizzo et al 1987) . We created a variable called`pairs', where the first digit represented the facial region where the prior fixation had been located, and the second digit the facial region of the current fixation. With eight different regions, this creates 64 possible pairs. These can be formatted as an 868 first-order Markov matrix, in which the rows represent the first fixation and the columns represent the second fixation. The asymmetric lambda (aL) is a measure of the predictability or non-random nature of the pairs within this matrix.
We calculated 8 aL values for each subject, grouping data with common orientation (upright versus inverted), fame (novel versus famous), and morphing (base versus morph).
One particular sequence pair of interest is the`regionally repetitive pair'. These are pairs where the two consecutive fixations fall within the same feature region of the eight we defined above. These may represent information gathering on a different scale, possibly directed at regional component analysis rather than perception of the whole structure. Whether these regionally repetitive fixation pairs should be included in analyses of scan sequencing is contentious. Others have used`compressed' Markov matrices that omit regionally repetitive pairs (Gbadamosi and Zangemeister 2001) . We, too, performed a second analysis using compression versions of the Markov matrices, which we felt better assessed the inter-regional flow of information processing. This yielded compressed asymmetric lambda values (aL c ). However, we also performed a separate analysis of regionally repetitive pairs, by computing the frequency of such pairs in the eight different conditions varying in orientation, morphing, and fame.
Asymmetric lambda (aL), compressed asymmetric lambda (aL c ), and the frequency of regionally repetitive pairs, were subjected to repeated-measures ANOVA, with fame, orientation, and morphing as the main variables.
In the second analysis we examined the global predictability of scanning, that is, how much the whole scanning sequence for one face resembled that of another by the same subject. Recent scanning studies (Brandt and Stark 1997; Gbadamosi and Zangemeister 2001 ) have borrowed techniques from DNA sequence analysis to attempt to characterize this. The strategy is to quantify how much change is required to transform one sequence into another. One may make insertions, deletions, or substitutions, with the latter counting twice, since a substitution is the equivalent of a combined insertion and deletion. Here, too, we used a compressed variant that eliminated consecutive repetitions of a single area (Gbadamosi and Zangemeister 2001) . The number of changes is divided by the average number of items (fixations) in the two sequences being compared, to give the number of changes per fixation. This is called the`editing cost'. The higher the editing cost, the more dissimilar the two sequences. The editing costs were then subjected to an ANOVA with repeated measures, with fame, orientation, and morphing as the main variables. 3 Results 3.1 Total scanning ANOVA for number of fixations showed significant main effects of fame (F 90X2, p 5 0X0001) and orientation (F 6X35, p 5 0X012). Subjects scanned novel faces more than famous ones, and inverted faces more than upright ones (figure 4). These main effects were even greater for duration (fame F 63X1, p 5 0X0001; orientation F 12X9, p 5 0X0003). There was also a significant interaction between fame and morphing (F 3X8, p 5 0X05). Linear contrasts showed that there was a trend for the morphs of famous faces to be scanned more than the original versions ( p 5 0X07), but not for those of novel faces. Although the three-way interaction was not significant, figure 4 suggests that most of the effect of morphing on scanning duration for famous faces stemmed from the upright famous faces (different between original and morphed data, p 5 0X027), as there was no significant difference between original and morphed stimuli for inverted famous faces or for either upright or inverted novel faces.
The effects on duration of scanning were mainly due to more fixations rather than longer fixations: a separate analysis on the mean (rather than cumulative) duration of fixations showed a significant effect only for orientation (F 6X11, p 5 0X02), where fixations for inverted faces lasted 12 ms longer on average than fixations on upright faces, and no significant main effects or interactions involving orientation or morphing (figure 4).
Spatial distribution of scanning
Analysis of the number of fixations showed a significant main effect of face part (F 25X2, p 5 0X0001). Subjects fixated most upon the eyes and nose, followed by the mouth, brow, chin, and cheeks. There were significant interactions of face part with Novel faces are scanned more than famous ones under all circumstances, and inverted faces more than upright ones. Morphing increases scanning only for upright famous faces. Most of the increase in cumulative scanning duration is due to increased number of fixations, as the mean duration of each fixation does not differ much between the conditions in (c).
fame (F 2X57, p 5 0X013) and orientation (F 29X42, p 5 0X0001), and a trend to a significant three-way interaction between face part, fame, and orientation (F 1X97, p 5 0X055). Results for duration were similar, except that the only significant interaction was between face part and orientation (F 25X9, p 5 0X0001). Linear contrasts for the different face parts revealed the origins of these interactions. Contrasts of the two orientations showed that with inverted faces subjects made more fixations to the mouth and chin and fewer to the brow (figure 5). This shift to the mouth region is evident in the scanning densities in figure 1. Also, there was a reversal of a large preference for the right eye of the depicted person in upright images to a preference for the left eye of the depicted person in inverted images. Thus subjects fixated whichever eye was on the left side of space. A similar preference for the left side of space can be seen for the cheeks in figure 5.
We performed a secondary analysis of spatial distribution to eliminate issues of right/left asymmetry. We divided the face parts into an upper (brow and eyes) and a lower (nose, mouth, chin, cheeks) half. An ANOVA for duration showed a significant interaction between orientation and face half (F 17X4, p 5 0X0001), with the same interaction approaching significance for number of fixations (F 3X54, p 5 0X06). There was a predominance of scanning on the upper face in upright faces, and a predominance of scanning on the lower face in inverted faces, for both novel and famous faces (figure 6).
Contrasting novel and famous faces, there were significant differences for scanning of the eyes and nose regions. Subjects made more fixations to these regions in novel faces than in famous faces (figure 7). Figure 6 also shows that the increased scanning of novel faces was disproportionately allocated to the upper face.
None of the analyses of spatial distributions showed significant interactions with morphing when all trials were included. However, recall that the total scanning analysis above showed that the condition of most interest is famous upright faces, the only condition where morphed faces had significantly more scanning than base faces. How is this increased scanning distributed spatially? Planned comparisons showed more scanning of the upper face in morphed upright famous faces than in base upright faces ( p 5 0X003 for number of fixations, p 5 0X021 for duration) but no difference for the lower face ( figure 8 ). This morph effect resembles the fame effect in figure 7: increases in scanning of the eyes and nose with little change elsewhere. figure 4 can be seen to derive from more scanning of the eyes and nose. This resembles the effect of novel faces seen in figure 7.
Sequence of scanning
In the first Markov analysis, including regionally repetitive pairs, ANOVA showed no significant effects or interactions on asymmetric lambda (aL). Notably, there was no significant main effect or interactions related to fame. Planned linear contrasts for the upright base condition also did not show a significant difference between famous and novel faces. In fact, there was a slight trend for famous faces to have a higher aL than novel faces (mean aL 0X18 for famous, 0.12 for novel). The compressed Markov analysis (omitting regionally repetitive pairs of fixations) also showed a lack of effect of fame (figure 9). In this case, however, there was a significant main effect of orientation, with inverted faces having a lower aL c , and therefore more random local scanning structure. For regionally repetitive pairs, the findings from familiar and novel faces were again very similar (figure 10). However, there was a significant interaction between morphing and orientation (F 1 7 8X97, p 5 0X005). Linear contrasts showed that morphing . Scanning sequence: the asymmetric lambda (aL c ) from the compressed first-order Markov matrix analysis. This is taken to represent local scan structure. aL c is calculated for each individual, averaging over all faces in that category, and then averaged over the group of observers. Famous faces have the highest aL c values, and hence the least random pairing of fixations. Inversion, anonymity, and morphing tend to create more random local scanning patterns. Figure 10 . Frequency of regionally repetitive pairs: the proportion of total number of fixation pairs that were pairs with both fixations in the same facial region. Orientation and fame had little effect on this variable. However, morphing increased repetitive pairs in upright faces but not in inverted faces.
was associated with a significantly higher frequency of repetitive pairs in upright faces ( p 5 0X015), while the difference for inverted facesöwhich was actually a trend in the opposite directionöwas not significant.
We found different results with the string analysis of editing costs, which indexes the global similarity between two sequences. There were significant main effects of fame (F 1 7 17X56, p 5 0X0001) with less editing costs for novel faces than famous ones; and a significant main effect of orientation (F 1 7 12X8, p 5 0X0004), with less editing costs for upright faces than inverted ones. There was also a significant interaction between fame and orientation (F 1 7 4X14, p 5 0X043). This was because the effect of fame was seen on scanpaths when faces were upright but not when they were inverted (figure 11). Although the figure suggests a trend to increasing editing costs with degree of morph dissimilarity from the unmorphed face, particularly for famous faces, there was no significant main effect or interaction involving morphing.
Discussion
Subjects scanned upright famous base faces the most rapidly, in keeping with the intuition that reaching a decision threshold for identity is easiest with these stimuli. Information gathering for all other faces was less effective, reflected in a need to accumulate more data and hence more fixations and longer scanning durations to reach a decision. Morphing disrupts the process in famous faces by making the data acquired at each fixation ambiguous, and hence of less value in resolving competing hypotheses about identity. Novel faces do not contain ambiguous information, but the strength of the facial memories to which the perceptual data are matched is more limited than that of famous faces. This, too, resulted in the need for more data and more scanning, as others have also found (Althoff and Cohen 1999) . While morphed and novel upright faces still have access to efficient face-processing mechanisms, inverted faces do not. Figure 11 . Scanning sequence: string-editing costs. For each subject, the similarity of scanning of each image in a morph series is compared to the scanning of the base faces at either end of the series. High editing costs imply greater dissimilarity of the global scan structure of the two sequences being compared. Scan sequences of novel upright faces have the most global resemblance to each other. In contrast, scanning sequences for famous faces are more dissimilar from each other. Inversion causes scan sequences to differ more also. There is a suggestion that morphing gradually introduces more dissimilarity into scan structure when viewing famous faces.
The gross result of inversion was similar, thoughöa need to prolong scanning to reach a decision (with the exception that, unlike the other manipulations, inversion also increased slightly the duration of individual fixations, consistent with greater difficulty in acquiring data with this orientation). Beyond these similarities on total measures, the effects of these manipulations diverged significantly when we examined spatial distribution and dynamic structure in detail.
Regional distribution of scanning
The data with upright faces reproduced known patterns of salience across facial stimuli. A variety of methods have shown that the upper face attracts more attention than the lower face, with the eyes particularly emphasized (Shepherd et al 1981) . These include some scanning studies (Althoff and Cohen 1999; Walker-Smith et al 1977) . Whether this pattern is specifically related to the task of identifying a face is less clear from earlier studies, though. One might argue that the eyes automatically attract attention because of their importance in expressing social signals such as direction of gaze and emotion, even if the subjects happen to be engaged in a task of identification. Our data contribute to this issue by comparing faces that differ in the ease of recognition. We use morphed famous faces and novel faces to ask where subjects scan when the stimulus is either ambiguous or lacking a strong internal representation. Our results show that it is indeed the eyes and upper face that attract even more emphasis under these circumstances. Hence, subjects do appear to derive much of their information about individual facial structure from the region of the eyes.
Disabling expert face processing by inverting faces led to a very different result. Here increased scanning resulted from more fixations in the mouth and lower face, not the upper face. Why should this be? It is possible that this simply represents a bias to search the upper space of any stimulus, though we are unaware of specific data on this point. A more face-specific explanation may lie in recent perceptual studies we have performed on the inversion effect (Barton et al 2001 Malcolm et al 2004) . These showed that changes in the internal spatial structure of the lower face are difficult to discern in inverted faces, especially with brief viewing times, whereas those in the highly salient ocular region are easily seen. We concluded that this indicated a loss of an efficient mechanism for processing spatial structure over the entire face rapidly. Without such a process, structural information can only be extracted slowly and partially, beginning with highly salient regions first. We propose that the redirection of fixations to the mouth and lower face in inverted faces is an adaptation to the disabling of that efficient mechanism for upright faces. When this occurs, fixations must be deployed to each region specifically to extract data about spatial structure, whereas with upright faces these data are readily obtained without overt inspection of the less-salient lower face.
Another point of interest is the right/left asymmetry in scanning that we found. Previous studies have documented a similar emphasis of fixations on the part of the face in the left hemifield (Althoff and Cohen 1999; Butler et al 2005; Gilbert and Bakan 1973; Mertens et al 1993) , although in some of these studies this asymmetry depended upon the task ( judgments of gender or emotion) or the familiarity of the face. Because this effect was found for both original and mirror-reflected faces, one study concluded that the bias reflected`internal factors' of the observer (Mertens et al 1993) . Our results extend upon this, by showing that the same hemifield bias exists for inverted faces, so that the bias is a hemifield rather than a hemiface effect. A left hemifield bias has also been documented in chimeric and tachistoscopic studies of face processing, though again this may depend upon factors such as processing strategy (analytic versus holisticö Rhodes 1985) , spatial frequency content (Sergent 1986) , and task (Schyns et al 2002) .
In general, this left-hemifield advantage has been interpreted as a consequence of a right hemispheric specialization for face processing, which is borne out by fMRI experiments showing predominant activation of the right fusiform gyrus by faces (Kanwisher et al 1997) , particularly with whole faces rather than face parts (Rossion et al 2000) , and patient data showing that prosopagnosia from unilateral lesions is far more likely with right rather than left occipitotemporal damage (Barton 2003) .
Temporal dynamics of scanning
The sequential organization of scanning provides information on how data are accumulated towards a perceptual decision. Some earlier work with Markov matrices suggested that famous faces were associated with more random local scanning sequences than novel faces (Althoff and Cohen 1999) . This randomness was attributed to the influence of idiosyncracies in the facial memories on scanning patterns with famous faces. Without such memories, novel faces are scanned by a more generic ocular motor sequence. However, Rizzo et al (1987) did not find any effect of familiarity in normal subjects; similarly, we found no difference between famous and novel faces or between morphed and base faces. Thus recognition difficulty did not seem to alter moment-to-moment transitions in fixations. Rather, the chief finding was that these local transitions became more random when faces were turned upside-down.
Some of these discrepancies may be methodological. Rizzo et al (1987) used four quadrants for regions and did not appear to engage the subjects in a specific identification task. Althoff and Cohen (1999) based their Markov matrix analysis upoǹ viewer-determined regions of interest', meaning areas of space with a high density of fixations. It is unclear what relation these regions of interest have to feature-defined facial regions, and how this difference might impact the results.
In our study, string-editing analysis of global scan structure provided better evidence of a familiarity effect. Novel faces had lower editing costs and therefore a more stereotyped global scan structure than famous faces. Interestingly, this finding agrees with the matrix-based conclusions of the earlier study of the fame effect (Althoff and Cohen 1999) . The effects of morphing confirmed this as well. When the scanning of a famous face was compared with the scans for morphs containing gradually lesser degrees of that face, there was a clear trend for global scan structure to become more dissimilar. This morph effect was not seen in upright novel faces. These two findings suggest that the process of data accumulation with famous faces is guided by unique facial memories that redirect scanning to specific regions during hypothesis testing, generating idiosyncratic scan patterns that differ for different faces. Lack of a strong facial memory is associated with a more generic scanning sequence. This generic sequence, however, is the product of a learned efficient mechanism for face processing, since it is disrupted by inversion, which disables the expert mechanism that processes facial structure (Barton et al 2001 Leder and Bruce 2000) .
Repeated scanning within a single-feature region is also an interesting dynamic phenomenon. It is not clear what generates repeated regional scanning. One possibility is that it is an attempt to resolve regional feature ambiguity in the data generated during the first fixation of the pair. If so, repeated scanning may be related to local feature-based processing, as opposed to the generation of the global face percept. Unlike many other aspects of our data, the frequency of regionally repetitive scanning pairs was similar for upright and inverted faces. Furthermore, this parameter did not differ between famous and novel faces. Hence this might suggest that local feature processing is minimally affected by either inversion or the strength of internal facial memories. However, the fact that morphing generated more repeated local scanning in upright faces but not inverted faces implies that regional ambiguities in feature structure may have been more apparent in upright faces than in inverted faces.
This finding would agree with perceptual studies showing that the perception of feature properties is not immune to the inversion effect (Barton et al 2001; Endo 1986; Leder and Bruce 2000; Malcolm et al 2004; Riesenhuber et al 2004; Searcy and Bartlett 1996; Yovel and Kanwisher 2004) . It may also be an ocular motor parallel to reports that the context of a face improves the detection of feature changes in upright but not inverted faces (Rhodes et al 1993; Tanaka and Sengco 1997) .
Differential effects of expertise versus experience
The contrast between upright and inverted faces revealed significant internal expertise factors in the generation of scan patterns. Since the stimuli were identical apart from orientation, differences in scanning were not due to low-level stimulus attributes. Rather, the`dual-mode' hypothesis (Searcy and Bartlett 1996) postulates that the main difference lies in the access to an orientation-dependent expert mechanism for rapid face individuation, as opposed to more generic object processing. Our results showed that the expert mechanism with upright faces is reflected in several effects on scanning: it requires less scanning to reach a decision threshold and the face is processed with less need for direct attention to the less-salient lower half of the face. Dynamically, local transitions between regions and global scan structure are less randomly distributed with the expert mechanism. Global scanning of novel faces revealed a more stereotyped structure to information gathering that does not depend upon the properties of the viewed face. In addition, regional feature ambiguities may be more easily detected by this expert mechanism, given the increase in regionally repetitive pairs of fixations for upright morphed faces.
The contrast between famous and novel faces revealed the influence of a different internal factor, that of the strength of pre-existing representations of the stimulus within the subject's memories. Hence it showed the effects of experience rather than expertise. The results showed that experience leads also to more rapid decisions, but that this is due to a decreased need to scan the highly salient eyes and upper face. Presumably this reflects a strong internal representation of these parts of the face, with easier resolution of hypothesis-testing in this region. The key influence of fame on scanning dynamics is to make the global sequence for each face more idiosyncratic, suggesting that a generic face-expert sequence has been superseded by a process of hypothesis-testing being guided by internal knowledge of elements specific to that particular face.
The effects of experience on scanning distribution were corroborated by the effects of ambiguity, as induced by morphed stimuli. With morphed famous faces, it was the upper face that the scanning process sampled for more perceptual data. Repeated sampling of the region with the strongest representation in internal memories is likely the most effective strategy for resolving ambiguity in the process of making a perceptual decision about identity.
In summary, our data showed that the main effects of expertise and experience differ, though both reduce the amount of scanning. Expertise results in more efficient wholeobject processing with less need to scan the less-salient lower regions of the face, a less random, more organized global scan pattern, and more regionally repetitive transitions with morphed stimuli, which we interpret as enhanced detection of regional ambiguities. Experience results in a decreased need to stress the upper facial half, indicating more rapid decision-making in this region, and more variable global scan patterns, which likely reflect an influence of the idiosyncratic structures specific to each facial memory.
